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Context

Community Colleges used to be judged on 
enrollment growth and program growth

Over the past ten years there was a shift to 
performance. Now community colleges are judged 
on the basis of student success (e.g., degrees and 
certificates earned and transfer).
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National Initiative
15 States
83 Colleges and Universities

4 Colleges in Massachusetts
Bunker Hill Community College
Roxbury Community College
Northern Essex Community College
Springfield Technical and Community College
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National Funding:
Lumina Foundation for Education

Massachusetts Funding:
The Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation
The Boston Foundation
The Education Resources Institute (TERI)
The Irene E. and George A. Davis Foundation
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National Partners
American Association of Community Colleges
MDC, Inc. Managing Partner 

www.mdcinc.org
Community College Leadership Program, 
University of Texas
Community College Research Center, 
Columbia University
Jobs for the Future

National Consultants
JBL Associates
KSA-Plus Communications

http://www.mdcinc.org/
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Massachusetts Partners

Massachusetts Department of Higher Education 
(DHE)

Massachusetts Community College (MCCEO)
Executive Office
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Achieving the DreamAchieving the Dream is a 
multiyear national initiative to help more 
community college students succeed.  The 
initiative is particularly concerned about 
student groups that have traditionally faced 
the most significant barriers to success, 
including low-income students and 
students of color.
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Achieving the Dream Goals

Successfully complete developmental courses and 
progress to credit-bearing courses;

Enroll in and successfully complete gatekeeper 
courses;

Complete the courses they take, with a grade of C or 
higher; 

Re-enroll from one semester to the next, and

Earn certificates and degrees.
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Achieving the Dream Principles 
and Values

Student Centered Vision
Includes student involvement

Culture of inquiry, evidence and accountability
Decisions based on evidence

Equity and excellence
Close the gap and increase overall success
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Process of Institutional Improvement
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Achieving the Dream…Together

Based on the student success data you have been 
analyzing, what goals have you established for 
your college’s Achieving the Dream effort and 
why?
What strategies will you be pursuing?
What has surprised you so far?



ENGAGING THE CAMPUS 
AND

ACHIEVING THE DREAM

Creating a Culture of Evidence at Bunker Hill 
Community College



Key considerations for BHCC’s
 Achieving the Dream rationale

Strong linkage with Engaged Campus, BHCC’s
other major initiative to improve student success

+ =

Coordinated institution-wide effort, boosted by 
greater infusion of resources and expertise,        
to improve student persistence and success



$1.9 million, DOE Title III grant (2006-2011)

Established Task Force
Data analysis
College-wide dialogues
Culture of Evidence
Need for multiple strategies of student 
engagement
Focus on first-time, full-time students

Building the Engaged Campus: 
Increasing Student Persistence, 

Retention and Achievement



Integrated
Student Services

Professional 
Development

Outcomes 
Assessment

Multi-Tiered 
Learning Communities

Interconnected 
Strategies of Engagement



Learning Community Seminar
3-credit, college level student success course
Taught thematically by faculty from across the
disciplines
Objectives:  (core curriculum)

Self-exploration and personal development
Career exploration
Basic skill development 
Information literacy
College knowledge 
Community and Civic Engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes

I will start with a brief overview of the Learning Community Seminar.
�The Seminar is a 3-credit, college level course designed for first-time, full time students. 

Some Colleges call this kind of a course “First-year Experience” or “First-year Seminar.” Others call it “Student Success” or “College Success” or  “Introduction to College.”

Our Seminar is a first year success course, with a twist. It not only provides students with the skills and supports they need to succeed -- it focuses on engaging students with one another, with faculty, and with staff. 

The Seminar engages students in active, collaborative learning. Through field trips, service learning projects, group assignments, and other community building activities, the Seminar helps students build the relationships with peers, faculty and staff that studies show are invaluable to College success.

Each section is taught thematically, enabling students to engage in real academic conversations and inquiries as they develop relationships and learn strategies that will help them succeed. 

In addition, students in each Seminar are linked to an Engaged Campus Advisor who will stay with students through their time at BHCC.

As VP Charles noted, while the Seminars look different thematically, they share the same objectives, outcomes and an assessment rubric.



Learning Community Clusters

Two or more classes linked through registration 
process
Establishes cohorts to enable students to take 
classes together

Courses are connected with an academic theme
Enables faculty to integrate key concepts across 
disciplines
Encourages interactive teaching strategies and 
learning activities

Built on a foundation of assessment
Use of SLOAP assessment framework and database
E-Portfolio will showcase expectations for BHCC 
graduates
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Common Interest Learning Communities

Bring together groups of students with common 
interests, academic goals or career aspirations

Offer structured activities outside of the classroom
Focus on relationship building

Are led by a faculty or staff member
Include a strong learning component
Connects students to faculty & staff

Fall 2008 Common Interest Learning Communities include:
Science, Technology, Engineering & Math Majors LC
Parents and Child Caregivers Promoting Literacy LC
Goals to Action LC (Connecting Community Engagement and 
Internships to Career Paths)
Connecting to College LC (for triple 090 students)
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From Engaged Campus To AtD
 Strategies and Priorities

In-depth review of student persistence and success data;
Cohort of approximately 1000 first-time, full-time in 
college
Drilled down data: disaggregated by race/ethnicity
College ready, mixed developmental
Survey data from Fall 2005 persistence study
Focus groups, dialogues with AtD team members and 
other College community members
Review of strategies/best practices of other Achieving 
the Dream colleges, and other community colleges with 
promising approaches



Public Agenda
BHCC selected to participate
Stakeholder dialogues

Faculty, adjunct faculty, 
students, staff
Meet for three times for 
two hours 
Involve those who are 
otherwise not involved
Acquire additional 
information to inform 
strategies

Engaged Team Appointed – 20       
members

Faculty, staff, and students
Cross-over among Core and 
Data Teams

Planning workshops in progress
Dialogues planned for five 
groups

Developmental faculty 
members and students
Students not making 
satisfactory progress
Evening and weekend 
students
Charlestown Campus general 
group
Chelsea Campus general 
group









Themes Arising From Data 
Analysis and Discussions

Large majority of incoming students testing into 
developmental courses
Completion of gateway courses (college Math 
and English) critical to students’ persistence
Student’s fragile engagement with higher 
education and with the College
Reinforced need for innovative strategies and 
far-reaching interventions involving teaching, 
learning and student support services, to 
improve persistence and success



Strategy 1: Establish Developmental Learning 
Communities and Expand Gateway LCs

Develop new learning communities linking 
developmental courses with other high 
enrollment, entry-level courses 
Expand plans to link gateway courses with 
other entry- level courses
Enable faculty to develop joint curricular 
and syllabi, and team teaching approaches 
for linked courses



Strategy 2:  Professional Development for faculty in 
pedagogy and instructional teaching approaches

Faculty training in pedagogies and practices 
aimed at improving retention and success in 
developmental and gateway courses
Emphasis on designing integrated learning 
experiences and implementing cooperative 
learning strategies
Increase student engagement and learning:

Problem-based learning 
Critical thinking
Interactive teaching and advising strategies



Strategy 3.  Develop a “Success Coaching”
 

model
 of advising

New students enrolled in the first-year seminar course
Series of interventions during the students’ first 
semester:

Assess college readiness and academic skills
Expand assessment protocols
(developmental needs. career goals, study skills, 
motivation, external barriers)

Discuss strengths and potential barriers to success
Develop electronic educational plan
Refer student to College resources
Interface with faculty members 



Common Goals of Engaged Campus & 
Achieving the Dream: To improve academic success, 
persistence and program completion

Academic Success, Persistence 
& Program Completion

Unified 
Student Services

•Educational Plans
•Intensive Advising 
•Career Planning

Success
Coaching

•Intensive Advising 
•Intervention 

Strategies

Introduce Developmental
Learning Communities 

Expand Gateway Learning 
Communities

Learning 
Communities

•Increased Engagement
•Enriched Learning

Outcomes 
Assessment

•Institutional Framework
•E-Portfolio

Professional
Development
•Interactive Teaching Strategies
•Active Learning Activities
•Training in Data Analysis
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Brenda Mercomes, Vice President of Academic Affairs

brendam@rcc.mass.edu

mailto:brendam@rcc.mass.edu


ATD Goals

Achieving the Dream colleges will maintain a high degree of 
access for historically underrepresented groups while working 
to increase the percentage of students who accomplish the 
following: 

• Successfully complete the courses they take;

• Advance from developmental to credit-bearing courses;

• Enroll in and successfully complete gatekeeper courses;

• Enroll from one semester to the next; and

• Earn degrees and/or certificates.



RCC ATD Priority Areas

• Improve developmental instruction, particularly in math and 
at the lower developmental levels.

• Implement proactive advising strategies for students in their 
first year.

• Improve the classroom experience for students in their first 
year.

• Link the budgeting process more closely to student success 
measures.

• Establish new student success goals in the strategic plan.



Progress to College-Level Varies by Student Characteristic 
Students Starting in Fall 2002, Course Completion through Fall 2007

Category Completed a College-Level Course
Females 63%
Males 72%
Day 69%
Evening 65%
Less than 25 Years Old 66%
25 or Older 71%
Part-time 61%
Full-time 85%
No Pell 58%
Pell 79%
African 67%
African-American 64%
Haitian 67%
Latino 53%
Eastern European 65%



Progress to College-Level Varies by Starting Level 
Students Starting in Fall 2002, Course Completion Through Fall 2007

Starting Level Completed a College- 
Level Course

ESL 51%

Basic Math 62%

Introductory Algebra 80%

Intermediate Algebra 95%

Developmental Reading and Writing I or II 70%

Pre-College Reading or Pre-College Writing 76%



Most Important Factors in Progress to College-Level and to 
Graduation 

Variables Found to be Significant When Controlling for Other Factors

Significantly More Likely to 
Progress to College-Level if:
Full-time

Pell Recipient

25 or Older

Starting at Algebra Level

Never Took ESL

Significantly More Likely to 
Graduate if:
Female

Pell Recipient

Starting at Algebra Level

Never Took ESL



Students Often Know What They Need But Are Not 
Sure How to Get It

89% of our students indicated that it is very important to their success that 
instructors are flexible; 71% indicated that instructors usually are flexible

85% indicated that it is very important that instructors are readily available; 
66% indicated that instructors usually are readily available

93% indicated that they have received extra help with one of their courses; 54% 
of those who have received extra help said that that assistance was very helpful



Improving Developmental Instruction

• Establish several learning communities with different 
course configurations.

• Create a position for a Director of Development / Reading 
Specialist

• Establish new tutoring models for all developmental 
courses.

• Faculty development, including contextualization, use of 
technology, etc.

• Do more to identify learning disabilities.



Proactive Academic Advising

• Increase the percentage of students taking the college 
success course.

• Strengthen our early warning system.

• Introduce a more comprehensive and intrusive advising 
model in the learning communities.

• Get more full-time and part-time faculty involved in 
advising.

• Move advising center mission from service delivery 
towards resource center for students, faculty, and staff.



Improving the Classroom Experience 
in the First Semester

• Continually reassess and prioritize areas for faculty 
development based on likely impact on student success.

• Bring more content and pedagogy specialists on campus in 
areas where we have the greatest issues.

• Involve recently trained instructors in ongoing peer-to-peer 
training.

• Continually improve quality control of the instruction we 
provide.

• Provide parity of opportunity for professional development for 
full-time and part-time faculty.



Budgeting for Student Success

• Establish internal reporting system linking student success 
with budget allocation process.

• Establish academic program reviews as a component of the 
budgeting process.

• Prioritize developmental learning for increased funding.

• Develop fundraising plan that links resource allocation to 
student success.

• Assess appropriateness and adequacy of technological 
resources to student learning needs.



Strategic Planning and Student Success

• Ensure that student success is a cornerstone of goal and 
strategy selection in our next strategic plan.

• Make sure that student success measures are well- 
represented among the key performance indicators 
adopted.

• Widely distribute progress relative to performance 
benchmarks throughout the campus.

• Devise new strategies where progress is insufficient.

• Link the strategic planning process even more closely to 
the budgeting process.
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Lane A. Glenn, Vice President for Academic Affairs

lglenn@necc.mass.edu

mailto:lglenn@necc.mass.edu
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NECC Goals
Goal One:  Mathematics: Improve outcomes for all students in all 

cohorts in Developmental Mathematics and College Level 
Mathematics.

Rationale:  
• Students struggle more with Developmental and College Level 

Mathematics than with any other single discipline.  
• Course completion rate in Basic Algebra II, the second highest enrolled 

course at the college, is 54%.  
• Of those students who successfully complete Developmental 

Mathematics and attempt College Algebra, only 44% complete the 
course with a C or higher.   

• Even students who do not progress through developmental coursework 
only successfully complete College Algebra at a rate of 53%.
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NECC Goals

Goal Two: College Composition: Improve outcomes for all students in 
all cohorts in English Composition I.  

Rationale:  

• Like Mathematics, College Level English Composition serves as a 
“gatekeeper” course, preventing many students from taking 
additional courses, completing degrees/certificates, and/or 
transferring.  

• Only 56% of students across all cohorts successfully complete 
English Composition I. 
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NECC Goals
Goal Three: Males in Developmental Reading and Writing:  Improve 

outcomes for male students in Developmental Reading and 
Developmental Writing.

Rationale:  

• Across academic disciplines and cohort categories, male students 
consistently succeed at a lower rate than female students at NECC.

• This difference is particularly striking in Developmental Reading, 
where only 49% of males successfully complete versus 66% of 
females

• And in Developmental Writing, where only 48% of males successfully 
complete versus 59% of females.
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NECC Goals
Goal Four: 25 and Under in Developmental Reading and Writing:  

Improve outcomes for students 25 years old and under in 
Developmental Reading and Developmental Writing.

Rationale:  

• Younger students (those 25 and under) succeed at a rate lower than 
older students (26 and older) across academic disciplines and cohort 
categories.

• Particularly in Developmental Reading, where only 46% of younger 
students successfully complete versus 69% of older students

• And in Developmental Writing, where 49% of  younger students 
successfully complete versus 66% of older students.
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NECC Goals
Goal Five: Hispanic Students in Writing Courses:  Improve outcomes 

for Hispanic students in Developmental Writing, and in the transition 
into and through English Composition I.

Rationale:  

• The success of Hispanic students at NECC varies by course and by 
cohort category.  In some areas Hispanic students are as successful, or 
even marginally more successful, than majority students.

• They are noticeably less successful in Developmental Writing, where 
48% successfully complete compared to 59% of majority students;

• And in the transition into and through College Composition,  where 55% 
successfully complete compared to 64% of majority students.
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NECC Strategies

Strategy 1: Expand the scope and accessibility of tutoring 
resources and instructional support for Developmental and 
college level Math courses.

- College Level Math Lab
- Modular Curriculum
- Supplemental Instruction
- Language Barrier Training for Instructors and Tutors
- Curriculum Alignment with Area High Schools
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NECC Strategies

Strategy 2: Develop a holistic, developmental, case management 
approach to advising. 

- Policies and Practices
- Advising “Road Map”
- EPortfolio
- Early Alert System
- Online Advising Systems
- Peer Support Groups
- Special Focus on 25 and Under “FTIAC” Students
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NECC Strategies

Strategy 3: Enhance the first year experience for targeted student 
cohorts through Orientation and College Success Skills strategies.

- College Success Course
- Integrated Success Modules
- Faculty and Staff Professional Development
- Freshman Year Experience
- Learning Communities (Developmental – College Level)
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Surprises
• “Where the Boys Aren’t”: The Disappearing Male on Campus

- 65% Female & 35% Male

- Across academic disciplines and cohort categories, male   
students consistently succeed at a lower rate than female 
students at NECC.

• The Benefits of Experience?

- Up to 20% difference in success rate for students 
above/below 25 years old



Progress to DateProgress to Date

Mr. Stephen KellerMr. Stephen Keller
Vice President for Academic Vice President for Academic 

Affairs, STCCAffairs, STCC



Profile of Cohort Academic Profile of Cohort Academic 
PreparednessPreparedness

7.6%

26.0%

66.3%

College Level Developmental Bilingual Studies
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Longitudinal Retention Profile Longitudinal Retention Profile -- 
Achieving the Dream CohortsAchieving the Dream Cohorts
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Fall to Spring OutcomesFall to Spring Outcomes

75.3%

0.3%

0.0%

24.4%

Graduated Still Enrolled
Transferred No Longer Enrolled
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Fall to Spring Outcomes Fall to Spring Outcomes 
By GenderBy Gender

Male

74.5%

0.4%

0.03%

25.1%

Male Grads Male Still Enrolled
Male Transferred Male No Longer Enrolled

Female
23.7%

0.0%

0.2%

76.1%

Female Grads Female Still Enrolled
Female Transferred Female No Longer Enrolled
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Fall to Spring Outcomes Fall to Spring Outcomes 
By EthnicityBy Ethnicity

Black and Hispanic

68.3%

0.3%

0.0%

31.4%

Grads  Still Enrolled
Transferred No Longer Enrolled

White

78.5%

0.3%

0.0%

21.2%

Grads Still Enrolled
Transferred No Longer Enrolled
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Fall to Spring Outcomes Fall to Spring Outcomes 
By IncomeBy Income

Pell Recipients

84.9%

0.2%0.0%

14.9%

Pell Grads Pell Still Enrolled

Pell Transferred Pell No Longer Enrolled

Non-Pell Recipients

71.9%

0.30%

0.0%

27.8%

Non-Pell Grads Non-Pell Still Enrolled

Non-Pell Transferred Non-Pell No Longer Enrolled

Success is what counts.



Achieving The Dream Achieving The Dream 
Implementation PlanImplementation Plan

1.)  Freshman Success Course1.)  Freshman Success Course
2.)  Intrusive Advising2.)  Intrusive Advising
3.)  Developmental Mathematics3.)  Developmental Mathematics
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www.achievingthedream.org

Q & A
View this presentation online at: 

http://www.necc.mass.edu/achievingthedream/index.php

http://www.necc.mass.edu/achievingthedream/index.php
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